ALPOLIC® is proud to introduce a new program, OPERATION ENCORE, that emphasizes not just the recycling of our Aluminum and Metal Composite Materials, but also finds ways to use existing materials that in the past would have simply been discarded or recycled as scrap. The first initiative, the ALPOLIC® Recycling Program, focuses on the return of expired ACM/MCM panels. ALPOLIC® will be responsible for the separation of the panel components and appropriately introducing those components into industry recycling streams.

Exploring relationships with innovative designers and architects who can use our surplus materials for such socially important projects as shelter for those in need is another way ALPOLIC® is moving our industry further into a position of environmental and social responsibility. For more information call 1-800-422-7270 or visit us at www.alpolic-americas.com.

- Durable and Innovative Finishes
- Fire Safety
- Use of Recycled Content as Raw Material
- High Panel Strength Using Less Aluminum
- Innovative Uses within Urban Renewal Projects and Disaster Shelters
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